Why Innovative Medical Systems?
In the hospital...we make it all work together

IMS is an experienced systems integrator specializing in complex hardware and software hospital installations before, during and
after the sale. Systems that require multi-departmental “buy in” and after sale support. From our comprehensive CAD drawings,
detailed designs, to the consultative approach, we ask questions, and challenge traditional thinking. We don’t fit a square peg in a
round hole just to earn your business. We want to be the right fit from the start, for the long run.

E xp lo re Our Sol uti ons
Real-Time Location Systems (RTLS)

Patient Security
Keeping patients safe is something
we take seriously and have been
protecting patients since 1998. We
apply advanced RFID and electronic
technology to provide individual
protection to patients wherever it is
required.

A network of hardware (tags and
monitors) paired with state of the art
software to automatically deliver real time
location insights, contextual awareness
and operational intelligence within a
building or contained area.

Carts, Wall Mounts, & EMR
Battery Management Systems

Patient & OB Furniture

Ergonomically designed mobile
workstations; Specialty medical and
supply carts; Need to hang it on a wall,
we have a solution for that; Monitor
and optimize battery performance.

Furniture thoughtfully designed
with ongoing clinical input to
meet healthcare's ever-changing
environment. Sometimes standard
configurations do not meet
your requirements, we customize
solutions.

Service & Installation
The Service, Installation and Training Teams are dedicated to providing
system design, project management, onsite installation and ongoing
system support to Healthcare Facilities.

For More Information: www.innovative-medical.com
Toll Free 800.968.3135 | E-mail: IMSINC@innovative-medical.com
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Who is Innovative Medical Systems?

We are a high-tech, innovative company with “old school” principles and values. When you call us, a real person answers
the phone. We believe a hand shake still means something in business.

29 years in business, started operating in 1988
4.8 M patient security bracelets sold since 1997
300+ patient security systems installed

Ou r Advantage
The IMS team is dedicated to serving its clients with integrity and offers an unparalleled level of service before AND after
the sale. Our team has a superior understanding not only of the application but how it best fits your particular use case on
a clinical level. Service and Installation Team is dedicated to providing extensive proven project processes, that include
gathering standardized requirements and detailing project plans to ensure success.
We specialize in the healthcare market:
•

24 x 7 Emergency Support Services

•

8 service centers with technical support staff and replacement parts

•

Factory trained and certified on all supported products

•

Vendor credentialing compliant with all major credentialing groups

•

Healthcare training including HIPAA, ICRA, Asbestos Awareness and others

•

Exclusive focus on healthcare

•

Long time employees dedicated to doing it right

•

Competitively priced solutions

•

In the hospital we make it all work together, now and on-going

•

We do business with honesty and integrity

•

Trusted vendor in several IDN networks with extensive product offerings

•

Knowledgeable on complex systems integrations

•

Visit our blog to see more about who IMS is: www.innovative-medical.com/blog
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